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Ui'alahar Zaw— D icre o  against k arn a va n  hindin[i mi taru'ad.

A dscreo in a isiiif; in -vrliich the karnaviu of a N';imbadri iilom or a Ms.ru- 
nialikatayara tanrad is. in liis reprê enfcatiî ê oipaoit7, joiuort as a defeurlaiit and 
wliieh he honestly defends is binding ou the other members of the family nofc 
actually made parties.

S ec o n d  a p p e a l against the decree of E. S. Benson, District 
Judge of South Mala.l)ar, in appeal suit iNo. 343 of 1893, confirm
ing the decree of A. N. Anantarama Ayyar, District Munsif of 
Angadipuram, in original suit No. 673 of 1892.

Sait to recover certain land of which defendant ’ Ko. IS was 
in possession. The land was formerly the property of a Nambndri 
illom which had become extinct. A conflict as to the right of 
succession to its property arose between the illom to which the 
plaintiffs belonged and of which defendants Nos. 15 and 16 were 
respectively, the karnavan and the senior anandravan on the 
one hand, and that of which defendant No. 17 was karntivau and 
defendants Nos. 1 to 14 were meinbpra on the pther hand. In 
1876 the karnavan of the plaintiffs’ illom sued the karnavan and 
senior anandravan of the rival illom for partition of the properties 
in dispute, and in a subsequent suit of 1878 against the same parties 
he obtained a decree for possession of the land now in question. 
The junior members of the unsuccessful defendants’ illom brought 
a suit in 1877 against th  ̂decree-bolder aud his senior anandravan 
to recover the land now in question and for a declaration of their 
right of succession to the property of the extinct illom. In that 
suit the present sixteenth defendant was described as the karna'Vfin 
and manager of the Ulom, and the present plaintiffs Nos. 1 and 2,

* Second Appeal No. 501 of 1895.
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TisPDErAN' who were then minors, were Cued by him as their guardian ad litem, 
San^ran. That suit was determined on second appeal.in favour of the then 

plaintiffs. See Shankar an Y,^Ke$amn[l). The present p la in tiffs  

now sued to recover the la n d , alleging that they were not parties 
to that suit and that the decree was not binding- on them.

The District Munsif held that the question was res judicata 
and dismissed the suit, and his decree was affirmed on appeal by 
the District Judge,

The plaintiffs preferred this second appeal.
This second appeal having come on for hearing before Mr. 

Justice Shephard and Mr. Justice Subramania Ayyar, their Lord
ships made the following order of reference to Pull Bench :—

O r d e r  o f  H e fe r k n c e  t o  F u l l  B e n c h .—Vakils on both sides 
agreeing to this form of question, we refer it to a Full Bench having 
regard to the importance of the matter and the confiict of decisions ; 
“Whether the decree, made in a suit in which the karnavan of 
a Nambndri illom or a Marumakkatayam tarwad is, in his repre
sentative capacity, joined as a defendant and which he honestly 
defends, is binding on the other members of the family not 
actually made parties ?

The case came on for hearing before the Fall Bench consist- 
mg of C o llin s^  C.J., S h b p e a e d . S tjb ram a n ia  A y y a r  and D a v ie s ,  

J.J.
Mr. J. Adam and Sanlcaran H{ayar for appellants.
Krishnasami Ayyar for respondents.
8ankci,ran Nayar for appellants,
lUiitchan v. Vdappan(2) decides that a decree against a kar

navan as such alone, is not binding on the tarwad see 8ri Devi v. 
Kelu Eradi(Z). Suhramant/rm v. Gopa!a{4:). In Varannkot Nara^ 
yunobii Naniburi v. Yarnw-'kot Warayana,n NaMbwi{^)^ Kernan, J., 
upholds the contention that the decree is binding. These 
decisions proceed on a consideration of Civil Procedure Code, 
section 13, explanation 5, relating to cases wliere a private rightu 
is claimcd for the plaintiff in common with others. The position 
of a karnavan is defined in Kombi v. Lahshmi[%); see also
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KalUijani v. Narayana[l). A  karnavan cannot alienate land Yasudetak 
directly, and lie canaot do it indirectly by suiSering a decree 
to be passed against him. He is not the agent of the family to 
make alienations. In each case he must have actual authority.
Supposing a suit is brought by a creditor against a karnavan for 
a debt alleged to be due by a, tar wad and a decree is passed and 
tarwad property is attached, it is open to the J udge to go behind 
the decree and see if it is binding on the property. Where the 
debt is contracted for the "bene fit of the tarwad the consent of the 
anandravans is implied Vanulem v. Narayana{2). In that case 
the decree was passed for land in possession of the karnavan, who 
alleged that it bplonged to his tarwad. The tarwad having been 
dispossessed in execution the junior members were permitted to 
sue. In Theiiju v. Ohimmu(3) the karnavan offered to be bound 
by an oath as to whether or not the decree so obtained was

■ binding on the tarwad. Komhi v. Lahshmi(4) was the case of a 
defendant. By analogy with the law relating to members of a 
numerous partnership, all the members of a tarwad should be. 
served. The- question referred should, on the principles now 
established, be answered in the negative.

Krishnasami Ayyar for respondent.
It is not open to the plaintiffs to re-open the suit. Assuming} 

of course, that the karnavan has been guilty of no fraud, the 
decree against him cannot be impeached. The claim in Ittiachan 
V .  yelai>pan{h) raised a question of the character of the debt, and 
the plaintiffs sought a declaration that it was not binding on them 
the decision in that case was followed in Suhramanyan v. Gr,pald{%) 
and also in 8ri Devi v. Kelu Kradi{l) where the li^nitations of the 
rale are explained. The result of the authorities is that where 
a suit is brought as here against a karnavan in his capacity as 
Buoh the other members are bound by the decree is binding unless 
fraud is proved. Under Hindu Law one member of the family 
could only impugn the decree to the extent of his share. Here 
one member seeks to set ,aside the decree, not in part but in its 
entirety. The distinction between cases where the karnavan is 
plaintiff or defendant is pointed out in Vasudeva v. f^arayana{2)

(1 ) I.L.E., 9 Mad., 266. (2) I.L .B .f6 Mad., 121,124,
(3) I.L.E., 7 Mad., 413. (4) 5 Mad., 201.
(6) I.L.E., 8  Mad., 484. (6) I.L.E., 10 Mad., 223.
(7) 10 Mad., 79.
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Vasudetan se also Coclxhurn r. Thompscn(l). Under Civil Procedure Code, 
Sankaean section 13. persons wlio were represented tv  parties to tke former 

action may he bomid by the #.ecree. A  Buit on behalf of a minor 
brought by his guardian is really <a suit by a guardian representing 
the minor, but the adjudication is binding as against the minor. 
Compare Jogcndro Dt;5 Roy Kut v. Funindro Deb Roy Kut{2) 
■wliich was a case of Hindu. ]jaw. The present ease is stronger 
one, because the karnavan has larger powers than the managing 
member of a Hindu family, Narat/an Gop llabhu v. Pandurang 
Ganti{' )̂, G-iinsdvant Bal Savant v. Narat/an Bhond 8arant{4: ) : 
see also Harrison t. 8teicardxon(6) 1 DanielPs Chancery Practice, 
chapter IV, section 1. Section 13, explanation 5, is not confined 
to cases under section 30 ^qo Madhavan r. Kashaiym(Q), Ohandu 
r. Kwn]iaiiifd{7'}, Latchanua y. Saiuuciiiiia{S), I-Ldcum Chand 
on Ees juilicata, paragraph 89. Where it is an indivisible right, 
one ])arty represents the others. It is otherwise where tbe right 
is divisible. Jiazir Giizi v. Sonamonee Dfl.sser(9), De Hart v, 
8teu'mon[l^). If such a decree is not final, further suits will 
be instituted on the chance of a different conclusion being arrived 
at, Dawan Singh v. Mahij) Singh{ll).

Mr. J. Adam in reply-—
Moidin Kulti v, Jfrishnan(12) ‘Te-afSrms ItUaehan v. Yelap- 

pan(Vi) and to disturb the rule there laid down and to revert to 
•wbat may have been the law before, would disturb many rights 
and give rise to much litigation. The possession for which the 
appellants contend involves no hardship, as persons desirous of 
binding a tarwad can always adopt the procedure provided by 
section 30, see Koinappan Namhiar v. Ukkaran Namhiar{l^).

CoiLiNS, C.tT.—The question referred to the Full Bench., is, 
wbether the decree, made in a suit in which, the karnavan of a 
N’ambud.ri illom or a Marumakkatayam tarwad is, in his repre
sentative capacity, joined, as a defendant and which he konestly 
defends, is binding on the other members of tbe family not 
actually made parties. I take it that the word ‘ honestly ’ meanif^ 
that the karnavan acted in good, faith and in what lie believed to

(1) 16 VOS. 321. (2) 14 36. (3) I.L.U., 5 Bom., 685.
(4) I.L.E., 7 Bom., 467. (5) 2 IJare., S30, (6) I.L.K., 11 Mad., 191.
(7) I.L.R., 14. Mad., 324. * (8) I.L.K., IS Marl,, 164, (9) IL .R ,, C Calc., 31,
(10) 1 Q.B.D., 313. (11) I.L.K., iQ All., 441. (12) LL.S,.} 10 M ad,/333.
(13) I.L.E., 8 Mad., 484. (14) I.L.E., 17 Mad., 314.
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1)6 the interest of the tarwad. Tlie k^rnaran of a Malabar tarwad vasudetaw 
is, except under certain oirc.umstances, the eldest male memhex of 
the tarwad; in him is vested actualiy all the property movable 
and immovable belonging to jthe tarwad; he manages the pro- 
perty of the tarwad and can invest the money of the tarwad 
either on loans or other security as he may think fit. He can also 
grant the land on kanom or on otti mortgage. !N̂o member of the 
tarwad can call for an account' of the income, nor can a suit be 
maintained against him for an account of the tarwad property in 
the absence of fraud on his part. He can sue in his own name for 
the purpose of recovering or protecting the property of the tarwad, 
snd none of his acts in relation to the above matters can be ques
tioned, provided he has acted in good faith. He is restrained, it is 
tru0_, from alienating the lands of the tarwad in his capacity as 
manager except in ceriain instances, ej/., when a decree is in 
course of execation against the tarwad property and against tlie 
karnavan, and he alienates such property in good faith there being 
no other means available, and in the case where it is absolutely 
necessary to do so to pay arrears of revenue. The karnavan is 
not a mere trustee of the property of the tarwad; he”is the natural 
guardian of every member within the family, and it was well 
said by Mr. Holloway in appeal suit No. 120 of 1862 (Malabar)
“  a Malabar family speaks through its head the karnavan, and in 

Courts of Justice except in antagonism to that head can speak 
“  in no other way/^ It appears that, during the time Holloway, J., 
was in the High Court, the proposition that the members of the 
tarwad were bound by the acts of the karnavan in cases, in which 
he sued or was sued in his representative capacity was never 
seriously disputed, and the cases cited at the bilr do not appear 
to me to overrule the proposition. I would adopt the view of 
the powers of the karnavan as laid down in Varanalcot Narayanmi 
Namhuri v. Varanakot Narayanan Nmnburi{l), and there are 
many cases quoted by Mr. Wigram in his work on Malabar Law 
and Custom which support the proposition.

I  would hold, therefore, that when a karnavan sues or is sued 
in his representative capacity and acts, in the terms of the order of 
reference, ‘ honestly, ’ the other members of the tarwad are hound
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V a s u d e t a n  by tlie decision. I answer, rilierefore, tho order of reference to 
tlie Full Beneh. in tLe affirmatiye.

The sections of the Code cfl Civil Procedure cited in argument 
do not aiJect the matter one way oi‘ the other.

S h e p h a r d , J .— The question raised by the reference is one 
of considerable importance. Since 1880 it has constantly been 
discussed in this Court. Different views have been propounded, 
and it would not be easy to reconcile all the decisions. I  propose 
first to examine these decisions and afterwards to consider the 
question from other aspects, and also with reference to the argu
ments which are urged against the adjnission of the principle that 
a Jiarnavan can properly represent his tarwad in suits professedly 
brought by, or against, the tarwad.

In Vamnalwt Naraijanan Namburi v. Varannhot Narayanan 
Namburi(_l), the senior member of an illom had been sued as 
such for the recovery of land alleged by him to belong to the 
illom. A decree having been passed against him, a junior member 
of the illom, alleging fraud, sued for a declaration with regard to 
the same land as against the plaintiff in the first suit. It was 
held that the junior was properly represented by his senior in 
the first suit, ,and that therefore having failed to prove fraud, he 
could not succeed in the second suî ,. In Eomhi v. Laksh/ni(2) 
a decree for money had been obtained against the karnavan and 
a suit was brought by the anandravan to set aside the sale in 
execution of the decree. It does not seem to have been proved 
that the harnavan was sued or sought to be made liable otherwise 
than in his personal capacity. The Court distinguished the case 
of a debt from the case of land such as was under consideration 
in Varanalcoi Narayanan Namburi v. Varanakot Narayanan Nam- 
buri{l). It held that the junior members were entitled to a 
decrea on Ihe creditor failing to prove that the debt was properly 
incurred for the purposes of the tarwad. It was in effect said that 
if the creditor intended to make the tarwad liable he ought to 
hp-ve made them parties or applied under section 80 of the Code.

In Vasudna v. Narayana{Z) Mr. Justice Innes, who was a 
party to the last decision, expresses the same view again. That 
was a case in which a member of an iUom, apparently the eldest, was

(1 ) I.L.E., 2 Mad., 328. (2) 5 Mad,, 201.
(3) 6 Mad., 12L
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defeated in a suit brouglit against hila for redemption of certain Tastoevax 
land. In the second, suit •'brouglit by his brother to recoTer the c 
same land, it was iield ‘hj Innes, fchatj althougli no fraud was 
alleged the brother was not bonndby the former decree. Mr. Jnstiee 
Eernan, who had taken part in the judgment in Vanmakot Nam- 
yanmi Namhuri v. Varanalwt Narayanan Namhnri{l), considered 
that it was unnecesBaxy to decide the (^uestioji whether the case of 
a Malabar tar wad was an exception from the ordinary rule that 
all persons sought to be affected by a suit should be made parties 
to it. The learned Judges agreed that the case was distinguish
able from that in Varannhojt Narayanan Namhuri v, Varanakot 
Narayanan N'amhun{\). With all deferenccj I  must say that, 
assuming that the elder brother in Vasudeva t .  Narayana{2) was 
sued in his representative capacity, I  can see no material distinc
tion between the two cases. The circumstance that, in the earlier 
case, the plaintiff alleged fraud and left it to be assumed that other
wise he was bound by the decree is suggestive as indicating the 
opinion entertained by him and his advisors as to the position 
of the head of a Malabar family. But I do not understand why, 
because he failed to prove the alleged fraud, he should not have 
had relief on t̂he simple ground that he was not duly, represented 
in the former suit̂  if that ground was considered tenable. It 
appears to me that the judgment in Yaramkot Narayanan Namhuri 
r. Varanahot Narayanan Namhuri{\.) was clearly intended to show 
that that ground was, not tenable. In Thenju v. Chimmu{Z) the two 
extreme views are stated ; Fird  ̂ “  a judgment is only binding inter 
parten and the judgment against the karnavan is in no oas  ̂binding 
on the anandravans ” ; Second, a kamavan is the head and 
representative of the family, and the judgment against him binds 
the anandravans unless he was guilty of fraud or collusion.”  It was 
not necessary in that case to attempt a reconcilement of«the 
decisions.

In S'lj'i V. Aiharaman{4c) it appears to have been assumed that 
a decree against the karnavan for a debt alleged to ba the tarwad  ̂
debt was binding on the tarwad. There was no actual decision.
In Ittiachan v. Vela.ppan (5) the question came before a Full Bench 
with reference to decrees for debt. The question stated in the
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V a s u d e v a n  jadguiGTit was as follows Under wliat circumstaiLGeB a docre©
SankIe\n. “ passed against a Irarnavan of a Malabar tarwad will be binding 

“ on the other members of the tarwad who may not have been made 
“ parties to the suit, so that a sale in execution will convey the rights 

of the tarwad in the property sold in execution, to a purchaser ? 
As might have been expected no definite answer was given to this 
question. The generiil effect of the observations made in the first 
part of the j'lidg'mGnt seems to be that, in the opinion of the Court, 
the admitti d practice of treating the karnavan as a sufficient repre
sentative of the tarwad was not strictly regular, but that notwith
standing it must be tolerated within" certain bounds. In dealing 
with the partieular cases under reference, the Court treated the 
circumstance that the karnavan had or had not been su,ed in his 
representative character as the cardinal poiut on which to d.ecide 
Vi-'hether or not the tarwad was bound by the decree. The nest 
case Sri Devi v. Kelu Eradiil) is of importance because, in deciding 
it, the Court considered the Full Bench decision and acted upon 
their view of it. At the same time it must be said that, having 
regard to the'facts found by the District Judge, the obaervations 
made on the general question of the force of decrees against a 
karnavan were not strictly necessary. The District Judge on 
appeal held that the karnavan had, in the first suit in which he 
was impleaded as defendant, fraudulently admitted the plaintiff’’s 
title. But the Court decided the case on the ground that apart 
from fraud the anandravans w'ere entitled, notwithstanding the 
decree, to have the question of title examined and to sho'w 
that the'decree was erroneous in pomfc of fact. They considered 
that they were precluded by the Bull Bench decision from holding 
that the anandravans were bound by the decree against their 
karnavan unless they proved »iala fidfis on his part.

The next case Siibramnnyan v. Gopaia{2) was hoard by a 
Court composed of the same Judges as those who took part in tha 
last cited case. This case differs from the former cases in the cii- 

' cumstaiice that the manager of the family had figured as plaintifl 
in the former suit. It was found that she had sued not on her 
own account, but on behalf of the tarwad and that she had con
tested the suit honestly and with duo diligence. On this finding 
returned in answer to questions sent down by the Court on the
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first hearing of the second appeal, Ihe Oouit dismissed the suit vascdetan 
brought by the junior members of the tarwad, founding their 
Judgment on the fact that the manager had been the plaintiS in 
the first suit and thus distiirguishing the case from Sri -Devi v,
Kelu Eradiil).

Some other cases were cited, but they have no immediate bear
ing on the point now under discussion. Onre negative proposition 
is clearly established by the cases to -which I  have referred—a 
decree made against a tarnavan is clearly not binding on the 
tarwad, unless he sued or was sued in his representative character.
It is also difficult to avoid tl?e admission thafc the cases justify this 
further proposition that, in some cases, a decree against the karna- 
van may be binding on the tarwad and unimpeachable save on 
the ground of fraud. This limited proposition is admitted in 
Subramanyan v. Gopah{2). The distinction there insisted upon 
I  fail to understand or appreciate. I f  the tarwad may be ade
quately represented by their karnavan in litigation promoted by 
him, I cannot see why this may not equally be represented by 
him in proceedings which are directed against the ’ tarwad. The 
distinction between the ease of the karnavan sued for debt and 
the karnavan sued for property is also, I  think, oAe which can
not be maintained. It is suggested in the case in Kombi v. 
Lah8lmi(3), but since then does not seem to have been insisted 
upon. I concede that distinctions founded on the nature of 
the right or the way in which it comes to be litigated may be 
material in considering whether the karnavan really did represent 
the tarwad and honestly represent i t ; but otherwise I  fail to see 
how they can be material. There are, it appears «to me, only two 
alternatives. We must either hold that the status of the karnavan 
has nothing in it to make a decree against him binding on the 

’ tarwad, or that, in all cases in which he is sued or sues in his 
representative character, the tarwad is bound, eases of fraud or 

, cxillusion only being excepted. Having regard to the authori
ties already cited, I  do not think we are precluded from affirming 
this latter proposition. The former proposition it would not be 
easy to reconcile with the Eull Bench decision, which alone is 
binding on us.
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Yasumvan I ■will now consider the 4‘O-estion apart from the recent cases
S a n k a r a n . with reference to the position of Kamavan as understood in 

Malabar. I believe there can be no doubt that, prior to 1880, 
the theory that the tarwad was fully represented by the karnavan 
was imiversally admitted (see Varanakoi Narayanan Namhuri 
Y . Varanahot Narayanan Na)nburi{l), Kotnbi v. Lahhmi{2), 
Wigram’B Malabar Law). It is noteworthy that, as long as Mr. 
Justice Holloway, who was intimately acquainted with Malabar 
Law, was in this Court, the theory does not seem to haye been 
questioned. In Ihe Travancore State, I find from a recent judg
ment of the Court there that it is- maintained to the present 
day {Namijana v. Narayan.a{2f)). It is unnecessary to repeat 
at length what has been said in several cases as to the rights and 
duties of the karnavan. Ho is the manager of the tarwad pro
perty ; he is entitled to possession of it even against the anandra- 
vans; he is authorized, subject to certain limitations, to alienate 
the family property and to pledge the credit of the family. He 
cannot be removed from office at the instance of the junior 
members and dispossessed of the family property oscept on proof 
of gross maladministration. Apart from this, the junior members 
have no othei* claim against him except for maintenance. No 
claim for division of the property is admissible {Eravanni Uevi- 
varman v. liiafu Eemi'arman{ î), Varanakoi Narayanan Numburi 
V. Varanahot l\'arayanan. Nnmbiiri{l), Tod v. Eunhamod Hajee{b), 
Kanuan v. Tenju(fi)). If the karnavan being so placed with regard 
to the tarwad, waŝ  for many years prior to 1880, universally 
regarded is the person through whom the tarwad should speak in 
courts of law and was so treated by the courts, the remaining ‘ 
question is whether the Code of Civil Procedure forbids us to 
continue to treat him in the same way. This is a question which 
ought to be argued without reference to considerations of conveni-’
ence or expediency, which, however, in my opinion, favour the
maintenance of the old practice rather than its abolition. The 
argument used in several of the oases eoems'to have been that, 
because the Civil Procedure Code does not provide for the case of 
kaxnavans as it does, for instance, for the case of executors, and 
does contemplate the j oinder of all parties interested in the sub-

(1) 2 Mad., 828. (2) I.L.R., 5 Mad., 2 0 1 . (3) 11 TraTanoore. L.E., 113.
(4) I Mad., 153, (5) LL.B., 3 Mad., 176. .(6) I.L.R., 5 Mad., 1,
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jeet matter of the suit, the anandrtfv’ans of a tarwad cannot be Tasudetak 
affected by a decree to which they are not parties either actually 
or constructively under the provisions of section 30. The general 
proposition that all persons intended to be prejudicially affected 
by a decree ought to be joined as parties to the suit cannot be 
denied; but there are exceptions from this rule, and the question 
whether one person represents another is rather a question of sub
stantive law than of procedure.* One of the classes of excepfclon 
consists of the cases of which Bissessur Lull 8ahoo v. JJaliarafah 
Luchmessur Singh(l) is an instance. Another consists of the 
oases in which the prinoipl§ is admitted that tbe female heiress 
under Hindu Law represents the estate in such a manner that 
a decree against her in a suit properly framed may bind the 
reversioner. These exceptions have been allowed and maintained, 
notwithstanding the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code, The 
section of the code to which we are specially referred are the 
30th and the 18th, explanation V. The 80th section is of a per
missive character. So far as concerns the principle involved there 
was nothing new in the provision. It had been agted on before 
the code of 1877 came into force [Srikhanii Nuraymiappa v. Indu- 
pumm Ea7mUngani{2)), If it were shown to have been inroied, 
in the case of the karnavan and his tarwad, it might be said that a 
decree against a karnavan could, since the enactment of the Code, 
be no longer held binding on the tarwad, unless the procedure 
prescribed by the section were followed. But this is not so, and I  
do not think it can properly be said that a karnavan and his 
anandravans have ‘ the same interest ’ in a suit - brought by, or 
against, the tarwad. The interest of the former, with his right of 
management and possession and his obligation to maintain the 
junior members, is surely not identical with the interest of a junior 
member, who has a claim for maintenance only. The whole ̂ con
tention in favour of the view that the karnavan represents the 
tarwad rests on the fact that he is in a position of authority having 
obligations and duties to .perform, for discharge of which superior 
rights in the tarwad property are conferred upon him. With 
regard to section 13, explanation V, if it has any application to 
the case of a Malabar tarwad, it rather supports the view that the 
tarwad may be bound by a decree against the karnavan honafidi
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Vasudevan litigating on its behalf. I  ram disposed to agree with. Kern an,
San KARAN thinking that the explanation refers alike to claima made

by a defendant and claims''by a plaintiff. The conclusion at 
which I arrive is that the Code of Civil Procodure does not prevent 
our giving eSeot to the theory of the karnavan’e representative 
character. I cannot help thinking that learned Judges have been 
induced to discountenance the theory on the ground that the 
interests of the tarwads require that all their members should be 
joined in suits concerning their property or obligations. It was 
observed in some of the cases that to allow the karnavan to repre
sent the tarwad in suits would practically amount to allowing 
him to ahenate tarwad property indiscriminately. No doubt, the 
remedy by suit impeaching the decree against their karnavan 
on the ground of his fraud or collusion, would not afford the 
anandravans a complete indemnity against the possible misconduct 
of the karnavan. But the inconvenience resulting is, I think, 
more than counterbalanced by the evil consequences, which have 
resulted from the departure from the old practice. The result 
has been that, although a man may have obtained a decree for a 
debt or for property against the karnavan and some of his anan
dravans, he has been exposed to successive suits by the remaining 
members of the tarwad. It is alwa5's open to some unconsidered 
infant to re-open the litigation and insist on having the whole 
question re-tried. The rule of impartibility, which prevails accord
ing to Malabar Law, renders the consequences of an omission 
to join all the members of the tarwad, if they are to be deemed 
necessary parties, much more serious than it is in a similar case 
under the ordinary Hindu Law. Whereas, according to the latter, 
the creditor or 'the purchaser might, at least retain under his 
decree against the manager, the share of that manager in the 
family property, in Malabar he is deprived even of that consolation 
when the court holds that a junior member of the tarwad may 
re-open a litigation which has been fairly conducted by his kar
navan and is persuaded to upset the former decree. In such a 
system it is not astonishing that a rule making the karnavan the 
exclusive representative of the tarwad should find a place.

For these reasons I  am of opinion that the question must be 
answered in the affirmative.

SuBRAMANiA A iyak, J.—I have also arrived at the same con-* 
elusion, and, in my opinion, that is the conclusion to which the
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principle governing the case leads, «there being nothing in the tascdevaj; 
Code of Civil Procedure to preclude effect being given to that 
principle.

The question here really turns upon the peculiar characteristic a 
of a Malabar family and the unique position which its karnavan 
holds. The family property is not liable to partition, except with 
the consent of a ll; the right of the members other than the 
karnavan being practically limited to claim maintenance and to 
prevent the kamavan from wasting or improperly alienating the 
family property; and the title to hold possession of the estate and 
to receive and expend its iijcome is vested in the karnavan, not 
by the sufferance of the other members, but of right, which is 
indefeasible so long as he exercises his functions without injury 
to the family. Therefore according to the substantive law to which 
he is subject, a kamavan is necessarily the natural representative 
of the family in all matters concerning it as between it on the one 
hand and outsiders on the other.

The question is whether in litigation also, when it concerns the 
family, a kamavan is not entitled to represent all tie other mem
bers so as to bring cases like the present within the exception to 
the general rule requiring all persons materially intorested in the 
subject of a suit to be made parties to it, viz., even those not actually 
before the court are bound by the judgment given in a suit, if 
their interest was sufficiently represented therein. Now it is 
conceded that, when a karnavan sues on behalf of the family, he 
fully represents all its other members and an adjudication therein, 
if there is no fraud or collusion, is binding on the wh^e family 
{Subramanayan v. Gopala{l)). It is obvious that in such cases it is 
not possible to maintain any other view. For the entire executive 
authority being exclusively vested in ths karnavan, it is not open 
to the party sued by him to raise any objection to the actien on 
the ground of the non-joinder of the other members, Byathamma 
V. Am lk(2). A  defendant in that position cannot, in common 
fairness, be allowed to be sued again and again by each and every 
member of the family after a suit instituted by a karnavan had 
been properly tried and adjudicated upon. By parity of reasoning, 
then, it follows that a karnavan can be sued on behalf of the 
family. It is difficult to see how this conclusion can be ayoided,
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unless the argument of the '"defendant based on the provisions of 
the Oivil Prooedure Code were correct. '

The argument seems to be'that, only when the special procedure 
prescribed by section 30 has been adopted, the members of a family 
not actually parties to the suit are bound by the decision pro
nounced in it, but not otherwise. Now, it must be remembered that 
section 80 provides only for that class of cases in which, owing 
to the circumstancB that the persons interested are too numerous 
to be all conveniently brought before the court, and therefore the 
rigorous application of the general rule as to parties 'would work 
injustice, the rule has, as pointed ou.t by the Lord Chancellor in 
Mozleij V . AMon{\) see also Richardson v. Hasting&(2]  ̂been relaxed 
in comparatively modern times. It has also to be remembered that 
the representative under that section is constituted and appointed 
by the court in the suit. But there are instances where, even 
though the diffioulty with reference to the application of the 
general rule has nothing to do with the fact thab the persons in
terested are numerous, yet the law does allow, apart from statute 
certain persons to prosecute or defend suits in their representative 
capacity, e.g.̂  Hindu widows with reference to reversioners ; other 
persons having an estate, analogous to that of a Hindu widow 
with reference to those entitled to take, after such qualified owners, 
and so on. In the cases last mentioned the limited owners possess 
the representative capacity to sue or defend by virtue of their 
position. This, as already shown, is eminently true in the case of 
a kamavau. Consequently he does not require the aid of section 
30 to be p; representative, but has the inherent right to act as Buchj 
provided, of course, there is in the particular case no conflict 
between his own interest and that of the family.

Nor does section 13, the only other provision relied upon, 
affect the validity of the conclusion arrived at. I f  the present 
ease falls within explanation V, that explanation fully sustains 
the view taken, since, with all deference to the opinion of Innes, 
J., in Vasudeva v. Warayana{%)  ̂ I  think the explanation is cer
tainly applicable to claims by a defendant as well as to those by 
a plaintiff. But if that explanation does not apply, the case is 
one not strictly covered by any other part of the section. And,
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as the section is not eshaustive as t^res judicata, I think it does t^scbevak 
not affect the correctness *of the view taken here. Therefore, „. ' Ŝ NKAEAN.
unless there is shown in the words of^Jessel, M.R.j “ fraud or coUa- '
“ sion or anything of that sort or that the Court was cheated into 
“ believing that the case was fairly fought or fairly represents 

when in point of fact it was not {Commismners of Sewers of the 
City of London v, Qelhtly{V))i a decision in.a suit, defended hy a 
karnaran in his representative ’capacity, must be held to he bind
ing upon all those represented by him.

The rule governing the present case being thus clear, argu
ments against it founded on expediency have no force. I f  it be 
said that to recognise the fight of a kamavan to represent his 
juniors in litigation would prove detrimental to the welfare of 
Malabar families, it must be admitted it would he equally so in 
oases in which a kamavan sues as when he defends. Yet, in the 
former case, the objection has not been considered good enough to 
hold that junior members are not bound by a decision obtained in 
the suit by the karnavan. How then can the argument prevail in 
the latter case ? No doubt, in particular instances,  ̂it is possible 
and not improbable that junior members might find themselves 
unable to establish fraud, collusion or the like on the part of the 
karnavan. But I have no ^oubt that the hardship, likely to be so 
caused, will be small indeed when compared with that which would 
result from answering the question before us in the negative; since 
experience shows that, in the large majority of cases, the attempts 
made to re-open litigation once concluded after real and genuine 
contest are made by the same parties, the names o( persons 
(possibly of those who had been fully cognizant of and who had 
acq^uiesced in the kamavan’s management of the previous litiga- 
tion) who unfortunately, for the successful party, had not been 
actually impleaded, being used for the promotion of such sabse- 
quent suits. No doubt representative litigation of the kind under 
notice is attended with some degree of difficulty. The difficulty 
however may, to some extent, be met by a judicious exercise of the 
discretion vested in the Courts in the matter of adding parties.
But the difficulty cannot afford any justification for discarding 
the principle applicable to such cases, A  departure-from it, in 
gome of the decisions of this court which have been fully considered
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Vasxideyan by my learned colleague ShepliaTd, J,, and wMcli I tiierefore 
Sank̂ êan refrain from discussing, has, I am afraid, traded to foster unjust 

and vexatious litigation which, can, I think, be stopped to a con
siderable degree by again enforcing the principle accepted and 
uniformly acted upon up to 1880,

I  concur therefore in answering the question referred in the 
affirmative.

Davies, J —I was at first disposed to adopt the view that all 
members of the tarwad ought to be impleaded either individually 
when few in number, or under the provisions of section 30 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure when numerous, for the simple reason 
that this course would have the effect of preventing any further 
litigation in connexion with the same subject matter.

But now having regard to the representative character which 
the karnavan undoubtedly holds in all other affairs connected with 
the tarwad, it seems to me that if we overlooked that character 
in our courts of law we should be unjustly derogating from his 
status.

Moreover, „the only litigation that would be possible upon the 
judicial recognition of his representative character would be con
fined to actio.ns founded in fraud on his part. The inconvenience 
caused thereby would, in my opinion, be far less than what would 
follow from an inflexible rule requiring that in every case in which 
a tarwad was concerned all its members should be made parties, 
entailing in nine cases out of ten needless trouble and expense.

I therefore also concur in answering the question in the 
affirmativ'O.

This second appeal coming on for final disposal, the Court 
(Shephard and Subramania Aijyar  ̂ J.T,) delivered the fallowing 
judgment:—

'̂UDGMENT,—It is Said on the appellants' behalf that there was 
a prior judgment in their favour, of which they might have availed 
themselves if they had known that the view of the law now taken 
would be maintained. But this prior judgment was not pleaded, 
though it was open to the appellants to put it forward,

/O n  the faota as found by the District Judge, we must liold 
that he was right in dismissing the suit, and therefore the appeal 
ia_ dismissed, but without costs.
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